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The
Medieval
Cannon
1326–1494
Osprey
Publishing
The Medieval
era was a
period of huge
variety and
invention in
siege warfare.
Before the use
of cannon and
other gunpowder
artillery, siege
engines relied
on assorted

sources of
power, from
torsion
'energy
storage'
systems to
man-power,
counterbalances and
others. This
book reveals
how
technological
traditions from
the GraecoRoman world,
Persia, India
and above all
China made a
massive
contribution to
siege warfare

techniques. It
also covers
developments
in military
engineering,
such as
mining,
countermining, the
breaking of
walls, the use
of noxious and
chemical
fumes and the
use of ﬁreweapons.
The Late
Byzantine
Army BRILL
This volume
considers the
links and

4

contrasts
between
Europe and
the areas
around the
eastern
Mediterranean
that were
visited and
occupied by
western
crusaders and
settlers in the
twelfth and
thirteenth
centuries,
giving special
attention to
the evidence
provided by
archaeology
and material
culture, as
well as
historical
sources.
Medieval
Siege Warfare
Bloomsbury
Publishing
This work
examines the
4

nature of
Byzantine
warfare and
its relationship
with society at
large.
Warfare,
State And
Society In
The
Byzantine
World
565-1204
Oxford
University
Press
Translated
from Russian:
Osadna'ia
tekhnika
Antichnosti i
Srednevekov'i
a.
A Companion
to Byzantine
Science
University of
Cologne
Warfare, State
and Society in
the Byzantine
World is the

ﬁrst
comprehensiv
e study of
warfare and
the Byzantine
world from the
sixth to the
twelfth
century. The
book
examines
Byzantine
attitudes to
warfare, the
eﬀects of war
on society and
culture, and
the relations
between the
soldiers, their
leaders and
society. The
communicatio
ns, logistics,
resources and
manpower
capabilities of
the Byzantine
Empire are
explored to
set warfare in
its
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geographical
as well as
historical
context. In
addition to the
strategic and
tactical
evolution of
the army, this
book analyses
the army in
campaign and
in battle, and
its attitudes to
violence in the
context of the
Byzantine
Orthodox
Church. The
Byzantine
Empire has an
enduring
fascination for
all those who
study it, and
Warfare, State
and Society is
a colourful
study of the
central
importance of
warfare within

it.
Bridge of
Civilizations:
The Near East
and Europe c.
1100–1300
ABC-CLIO
This book
examines the
Avar siege of
Constantinopl
e in 626, one
of the most
signiﬁcant
events of the
seventh
century, and
the impact
and
repercussions
this had on
the political,
military,
economic and
religious
structures of
the Byzantine
Empire. The
siege put an
end to the
power politics
and

5

5

hegemony of
the Avars in
South East
Europe and
was the ﬁrst
attempt to
destroy
Constantinopl
e, the capital
of the Eastern
Roman
Empire.
Besides the
far-reaching
military
factors, the
siege had
deeper
ideological
eﬀects on the
mentality of
the
inhabitants of
the Empire,
and it helped
establish
Constantinopl
e as the
spiritual
centre of
eastern
Christianity

6

protected by
God and his
Mother. Martin
Hurbanič
discusses,
from a
chronological
and thematic
perspective,
the process
through which
the historical
siege was
transformed
into a timeless
myth, and
examines the
various
aspects which
make the
event a
unique
historical
moment in the
history of
mankind – a
moment in
which the
modern story
overlaps with
the legend
with far6

reaching
eﬀects, not
only in the
Byzantine
Empire but
also in other
European
countries.
Term Paper
Resource
Guide to
Medieval
History BRILL
The catapult
(katapeltikon)
was invented
under the
patronage of
Dionysius I,
tyrant of
Syracuse, in
the 4th
century bc. At
ﬁrst only the
arrow-ﬁring
variant was
used, and it
was not until
the reign of
Alexander the
Great that
stone-

projecting
catapults were
introduced.
The Romans
adopted these
weapons
during the
Punic Wars
and further
developed
them, before
introducing
the new
arrow-ﬁring
ballista and
stonethrowing
onager. This
title traces the
often
controversial
design,
development
and
construction
of these
weapons
throughout
the history of
the classical
world.
A History of
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the Late
Medieval
Siege,
1200-1500
Osprey
Publishing
As the oldest
of the military
religious
orders and the
one with an
unexpected
and dramatic
downfall, the
knighthood of
the Templars
continues to
fascinate
academics
and students
as well as the
public at
large. A
collection of
ﬁfteen
chapters
accompanied
by a historical
introduction,
The Templars:
The Rise, Fall,
and Legacy of

a Military
Religious
Order
recounts and
analyzes this
community’s
rise and
establishment
in both the
crusader
states of the
eastern
Mediterranean
and the
countries of
western
Europe during
the twelfth
and thirteenth
centuries,
reﬂects on the
proceedings
launched
against it and
its subsequent
fall
(1307–1314),
and explores
its medieval
and postmedieval
legacy,

7
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including an
assessment of
current
research
pertaining to
the Templars
and
suggestions
for future
explorations.
Showcasing a
wide range of
methodologica
l approaches
and primary
source
materials, this
volume unites
historical, arthistorical,
theological,
archaeological
, and
historiographi
cal
perspectives,
and it features
the work and
voices of
scholars from
various
academic

8

generations
who reside in
eight diﬀerent
countries
(Israel,
France, Italy,
Spain, the
United
Kingdom,
Germany,
Poland, and
the United
States of
America).
Warfare, State
And Society In
The Byzantine
World
560-1204
BRILL
This is the ﬁrst
book entirely
devoted to
Byzantine
science, with
essays by
distinguished
scholars
oﬀering the
most
comprehensiv
e and up-to8

date history of
the ﬁeld
currently
available, and
aiming to
position the
ﬁeld in
broader
scholarly
conversations.
The MamlukOttoman
Transition
Bloomsbury
Publishing
From a New
York Timesbestselling
author, a
stirring
account of the
siege of Acre
in 1291, when
the last
Christian
stronghold fell
to the Muslim
army The
1291 siege of
Acre was the
Alamo of the
Christian

Crusades -the ﬁnal
bloody battle
for the Holy
Land. After a
desperate six
weeks, the
beleaguered
citadel
surrendered
to the
Mamluks,
bringing an
end to
Christendom's
two-hundred
year
adventure in
the Middle
East. In The
Accursed
Tower, Roger
Crowley
delivers a
lively
narrative of
the lead-up to
the siege and
a vivid, blowby-blow
account of the
climactic
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battle.
Drawing on
extant Arabic
sources as
well as
untranslated
Latin
documents,
he argues that
Acre is
notable for
technical
advances in
military
planning and
siege warfare,
and
extraordinary
for its
individual
heroism and
savage
slaughter. A
gripping
depiction of
the crusader
era told
through its
dramatic last
moments, The
Accursed
Tower oﬀers

an essential
new view on a
crucial turning
point in world
history.
Greek and
Roman
Artillery 399
BC–AD 363
Osprey
Publishing
Nearly every
aspect of daily
life in the
Mediterranean
world and
Europe during
the
ﬂorescence of
the Greek and
Roman
cultures is
relevant to the
topics of
engineering
and
technology.
This volume
highlights
both the
accomplishme
nts of the

9
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ancient
societies and
the remaining
research
problems, and
stimulates
further
progress in
the history of
ancient
technology.
The subject
matter of the
book is the
technological
framework of
the Greek and
Roman
cultures from
ca. 800 B.C.
through ca.
A.D. 500 in
the circumMediterranean
world and
Northern
Europe. Each
chapter
discusses a
technology or
family of
technologies

10

from an
analytical
rather than
descriptive
point of view,
providing a
critical
summation of
our present
knowledge of
the Greek and
Roman
accomplishme
nts in the
technology
concerned
and the
evolution of
their technical
capabilities
over the
chronological
period. Each
presentation
reviews the
issues and
recent
contributions,
and deﬁnes
the capacities
and
accomplishme
10

nts of the
technology in
the context of
the society
that used it,
the available
"technological
shelf," and the
resources
consumed.
These studies
introduce and
synthesize the
results of
excavation or
specialized
studies. The
chapters are
organized in
sections
progressing
from sources
(written and
representation
al) to primary
(e.g., mining,
metallurgy,
agriculture)
and secondary
(e.g.,
woodworking,
glass

production,
food
preparation,
textile
production
and leatherworking)
production, to
technologies
of social
organization
and
interaction
(e.g., roads,
bridges, ships,
harbors,
warfare and
fortiﬁcation),
and ﬁnally to
studies of
general social
issues (e.g.,
writing,
timekeeping,
measurement,
scientiﬁc
instruments,
attitudes
toward
technology
and
innovation)
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and the
relevance of
ethnographic
methods to
the study of
classical
technology.
The unrivalled
breadth and
depth of this
volume make
it the
deﬁnitive
reference
work for
students and
academics
across the
spectrum of
classical
studies.
Byzantine
Imperial
Guardsmen
925–1025
Cambridge
University
Press
Descended
from the
Viking raiders
who settled in

Northern
France under
the leadership
of Rollo in
around 911,
the Normans
were amongst
the most
feared
warriors of
their time.
Their
territorial
ambitions
culminated in
Duke William
1's conquest
of England in
1066, but
although
victory at
Hastings left
the English
crown in
William's
hands,
Norman
sovereignty
remained far
from
established on
the island. In

11

order to
consolidate
his position,
the new king
built a series
of
fortiﬁcations
across the
country - this
book covers
all these
developments
from the early
days of
William I
through to the
fortiﬁcations
of Henry II,
Richard I and
John.
Norman
Stone
Castles (1)
Lyons Press
In The
Asanids,
Alexandru
Madgearu
provides a
detailed
history of the
second

12

Bulgarian
empire in its
interactions
with
Byzantium,
Hungary, Latin
Empire of
Constantinopl
e and the
Golden Horde.
This is the ﬁrst
English
language
monograph on
this subject.
Indian Castles
1206–1526
Osprey
Publishing
Crusades
covers seven
hundred years
from the First
Crusade
(1095-1102)
to the fall of
Malta (1798)
and draws
together
scholars
working on
theatres of
12

war, their
home fronts
and
settlements
from the Baltic
to Africa and
from Spain to
the Near East
and on
theology, law,
literature, art,
numismatics
and economic,
social, political
and military
history.
Routledge
publishes this
journal for The
Society for the
Study of the
Crusades and
the Latin East.
Particular
attention is
given to the
publication of
historical
sources in all
relevant
languages narrative,

homiletic and
documentary in trustworthy
editions, but
studies and
interpretative
essays are
welcomed too.
Crusades
appears in
both print and
online
editions. The
third issue of
the Crusades
features
articles from
Denys Pringle
on Crusader
inscriptions,
Bejamin Z.
Kadar on the
massacre of
15 July 1099
and Peter
Frankopan on
co-operation
between
Constantinopl
e and Rome
before the
First Crusade.
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Crusader
Warfare
Lulu.com
From the
beginning of
the 2nd
millennium AD
northern India
began to fall
under the
sway of a
number of
Muslim-Turkic
rulers who, at
the start of
the 13th
century,
founded the
series of
dynasties
known to
history as the
Delhi
Sultanate. For
three
centuries
these sultans
expanded
their territory,
which led to a
dramatic rise
in the number

of
fortiﬁcations
throughout
the
subcontinent.
This period is
the deﬁning
age of the
Indian castle
and the
combined
inﬂuence of
the Islamic
and Hindu
architectural
tradition lends
these
fortiﬁcations a
unique style.
This book
covers all the
major sites of
the period
including the
fabled seven
medieval
cities on the
site of the
present-day
city of Delhi.
The Eurasian
Way of War

13

University of
Pennsylvania
Press
This book is a
comparative
study of
military
practice in
Sui-Tang
China and the
Byzantine
Empire
between
approximately
600 and 700
CE. It covers
all aspects of
the military
art from
weapons and
battleﬁeld
tactics to
logistics,
campaign
organization,
military
institutions,
and the grand
strategy of
empire. Whilst
not neglecting
the many

14

diﬀerences
between the
Chinese and
Byzantines,
this book
highlights the
striking
similarities in
their
organizational
structures,
tactical
deployments
and above all
their
extremely
cautious
approach to
warfare. It
shows that,
contrary to
the
conventional
wisdom
positing a
straightforwar
d Western
way of war
and an
"Oriental"
approach
characterized
14

by evasion
and trickery,
the speciﬁcs
of Byzantine
military
practice in the
seventh
century
diﬀered very
little from
what was
known in Tang
China. It
argues that
these
similarities
cannot be
explained by
diﬀusion or
shared
cultural
inﬂuences,
which were
limited, but
instead by the
need to deal
with common
problems and
confront
common
enemies, in
particular the

nomadic
peoples of the
Eurasian
steppes.
Overall, this
book provides
compelling
evidence that
pragmatic
needs may
have more
inﬂuence than
deep cultural
imperatives in
determining a
society’s "way
of war."
Chinese Siege
Warfare
Routledge
The Bulgars
were a Turkic
people who
established a
state north of
the Black Sea.
In the late
500s and
early 600s AD
their state
fragmented
under
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pressure from
the Khazars;
one group
moved south
into what
became
Bulgaria, but
the rest
moved north
during the 7th
and 8th
centuries to
the basin of
the Volga
river. There
they remained
under Khazar
domination
until the
Khazar
Khanate was
defeated by
Kievan Russia
in 965. In the
1220s they
managed to
maul Genghis
Khan's
Mongols, who
returned to
devastate
their towns in

revenge. By
the 1350s
they had
recovered
much of their
wealth, but
they were
caught in the
middle
between the
Tatar Golden
Horde and the
Christian
Russian
principalities.
They were
ravaged by
these two
armies in turn
on several
occasions
between 1360
and 1431. A
new city then
rose from the
ashes – Kazan,
originally
called New
Bulgar – and
the successor
Islamic
Khanate of

15

Kazan resisted
the Russians
until falling to
Ivan the
Terrible in
1552. The
costumes,
armament,
armour and
ﬁghting
methods of
the Volga
Bulgars during
this
momentous
period are
explored in
this fully
illustrated
study.
The Oxford
Handbook of
Engineering
and
Technology in
the Classical
World Boydell
& Brewer
Help students
get the most
out of
studying

16

medieval
history with
this
comprehensiv
e and
practical
research
guide to topics
and resources.
* Covers 100
signiﬁcant
events across
four
continents,
between 410
C.E. and 1485
C.E. * Oﬀers
an easy-to-use
chronological
organization
that facilitates
research and
saves time for
students,
faculty, and
librarians *
Includes an
annotated
bibliography
of primary
source
materials for
16

each topic
Warfare in
Late
Byzantium,
1204-1453
Routledge
Long before
they took to
the sea and
air, warring
factions
engaged in
land-based
conﬂicts that
involved
close-range
combat with
rudimentary
defenses and
weapons. As
civilizations
have
advanced, so
too have their
military
strategies,
tactics, and
weaponry.
Eventually this
led to the
development
of

sophisticated
land
fortiﬁcations,
arms, artillery,
and missile
systems in
use today by
ground troops.
This insightful
volume
examines the
evolution of
warfare on
land around
the world, as
well as the
impact of new
technologies
on the nature
of war.
Medieval
Siege
Weapons (1)
BRILL
This
companion to
the author's
authoritative
survey Roman
Infantry
Equipment
covers the
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long period
from the
accession of
Diocletian
(284) to the
death of
Heraclius
(641), of
which the
central event
is the end of
the Western

Empire in
favor of
Byzantium.
Systematically
, Stephenson
looks at the
evolution of
the diﬀerent
components
of armor and
weaponry—he
lmets, shields,
body armor,

17

the spear,
blades and
bludgeons,
missile
weapons, and
artillery. He
also examines
the tactical
uses made of
infantry,
cavalry, and
the shieldwall.

